Abstract
Introduction
Today, network intruders have become a big threat to the network security. They may compromise some hosts in certain communication routes to watch over the communication links. If someone is communicating with others in this compromised route, the intruder is able to get the content of the communication and even the identity information of the communicator. So for the sake of security, when people want to communicate with others without being known to malicious intruders, they can use anonymous communication systems such as Tor to communicate. This system can keep good anonymity, but the communicators at both sides may not know whether the other is believable. There are also some hidden network-based attackers who usually use a chain of hosts to relay their traffic to attack the victim. And these hosts are also called stepping stones. This process can be illustrated as following: the attacker attack the victim through some compromised hosts so that the victim can"t realize who is attacking him through traditional trace-back methods, because he just know the nearest host is attacking him which actually not.
So it is important to trace anonymous communication in anonymity systems and detect stepping stones for protecting the computer security. In the past, a commonly used way was to find the correlations between incoming and outgoing flows by analyzing some patterns in them such as packet timings, sizes and counts [1, 2, 3] and it was apparently a passive analysis approach. This approach could be easily misled by the attacker who deliberately adjust the timing characteristics of a long flow. By this way, the attacker can 
Figure 1 .Main Universities Doing Research on Network Flow Watermarking Technology in Anonymous Communication and their Relationships
As the figure shows, these universities above are all in American and are the leading forces of the study of network flow watermarking. Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) make contributions on the detecting stepping stone algorithm using the methods from Computational Learning Theory and the analysis of random walks [1] . North Carolina State University (NCSU) also study on the detection of stepping stones, but there is a little difference from CMU, they use watermarking-based active correlation analysis technology to do this job [4] .George Mason University (GMU) mainly do a research on the security of traditional anonymous communication systems, and they proposed that the attacker can break the anonymity of peer to peer VoIP calls [6] and low-latency anonymous communication systems through active network flow watermarking technology. In order to do this work, GMU use inter packet-based and interval-based watermarking technology on which NCSU also do some research. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) make great contribution on the proposal of network flow watermarking schemes to analyze the correlation between flows in anonymous communication, such as RAINBOW [5] , SWIRL [11] and flow fingerprinting [8] .And the flow fingerprinting is proposed with the help of The University of Texas at Austin. UIUC also find that the previous interval-based watermarking is not secure and they propose the Multi-flow Attack [10] . University of Minnesota makes contribution on the proposal of a new attack on timing-based network flow watermarks [12] based on the accomplishment of NCSU [9] and UIUC.
Typical Anonymous Network Flow Watermarking Schemes
We will introduce some popular network flow watermarking schemes used to trace anonymous communication in anonymity systems and some attack methods in this section. These schemes may have some differences from each other, but we can infer that they are developing constantly based on the contributions that predecessors make. In Figure 2 , we sketch the developing line of these schemes, so that we can find the relation among them, and find out whose research work contributes significantly to the developing of this technique.
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Overview
After the concept of network flow watermarking was introduced, scholars around the world has realized that this technology was a fantastic way to trace anonymous communication and they proposed many kinds of network flow watermarking schemes. These schemes are mainly choose certain characteristics which are independent of packet content to embed in the flow, and these characteristics can be detected and recovered after traversing the anonymous communication connections. These selected characteristics are also called watermarking carrier. According to the type of carrier that different watermarking schemes used, present popular watermarking schemes can be classified into three types: inter packet delay-based, interval-based and interval centroid-based. Figure 3 shows the major network flow watermarking schemes and some attack schemes against watermarking. Basically, inter packet delay-based watermarking schemes are vulnerable to timing analysis attack, and interval-based and interval centroid-based watermarking schemes are vulnerable to multi flow attack. Attack against watermark
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Inter Packet-Based Anonymous Network Flow Watermarking
Inter packet-based network flow watermarking choose inter packet delay (IPD) as the watermarking carrier in order to achieve better correlation analysis results. The IPD is the interval of a packet in a flow between arrive and departure time, and we can adjust some selected IPDs or the average size of IPDs to embed the watermarking information bit.
In order to solve the timing perturbations involved by attackers, Wang et al. [4, 14] proposed a novel watermarking-based correlation scheme. They randomly choose two packet in the data flow and calculate their ipd, then they change this into a new value by using a formula they proposed. After doing this, they finish embedding the watermark at the sender end. At the receiver end, they decode the watermark to correlate the network flows. They also proposed that using the average ipd can improve the robustness against timing perturbation by the attacker. The advantages of Wang"s method are that it can be used in short flows and embed more watermark information bits. But this watermark correlation approach is not as robust against non-independent random delays, and when they are calculating the average of ipds, they need a packet buffering to store certain packets of a flow. This will increase the delay of packets so that it can"t be used in tracing real-time flows.
To solve this problem, Wang et al. [6] proposed another network flow watermarking technology in his paper whose research target is the trace of anonymous peer-to-peer VoIP calls. This technology is similar to the one above, but it doesn"t quantify the ipd of data flow, it adjusts the increment parameter to change the average of a group of normalized IPD differences. So it can embed the watermark according to the change which presents the watermarking bits. Their work shows that it is feasible to trace anonymous peer-to-peer VoIP calls on the Internet and low latency anonymizing networks are not safe enough as we thought.
However, Peng et al. [9] found that the usual inter packet delay-based watermarking schemes were not secure enough and vulnerable to be attacked by intelligent attackers. They proposed an attack thinking that based on the analysis of packet delays between adjacent stepping stones. They thought the parameters that IPD-based watermarking schemes used are the keys to the security of it. And they proposed an algorithm to infer the important parameters. If the tracer is not carefully enough when he is choosing the watermark parameters, the malicious attackers may know these parameters. So that they can detect the watermark embedded in the flows and remove it even they can duplicate a new watermark in other normal flows. These attack methods can make the tracing of anonymous attacker meaningless, because the tracer can"t detect the origin watermark or correlate the malicious activities with other benign users.
Different from the two methods above, there are some researchers use non-blind watermark to analyze the traffic correlation. Among them, A. Houmansadr is a great one. He and his colleagues proposed a non-blind watermarking scheme named "RAINBOW" [5, 15] which achieves good robustness against the attack we mentioned above. Figure 4 sketch the model of RAINBOW network flow watermarking scheme. The IPD database is added in this scheme which is used to store the ipds. The major feature of this method is that they need the origin IPD value of flows when detecting watermarking at the receiver end. The amount of delays that RAINBOW used is far less than normal watermarking technologies because it eliminate the disturbance caused by the flow in the blind case. And it is also invisible enough to prevent being detected and removed by the attacker. Meanwhile, it has good robustness against packet loss and repacketization. But everything has two sides, because of the use of non-blind watermark, they have to use a database to record lots of IPDs, so it consumes more time in comparison between the watermark to be detected and the ones existed in the database than other blind ones.
Lin et al. [12] also proposed some attack schemes against RAINBOW in their paper. They use known flow attack and output-only detection attack to detect watermark embedded in RAINBOW schemes and achieve great detection rates though the watermark is long and the watermark key is unknown. After that, they utilize replay attack against RAINBOW from an isolated adversary"s view to confuse the decoder and let the decoder can"t correlate two flows correctly. Their work shows that a strong adversary is a big threat to the network security, so we should pay attention to this kind of attack.
Interval-Based Anonymous Network Flow Watermarking
IPD-based watermarking technology is proven an effective method in tracing traffic of an anonymous communication system, it can achieve a highly robust rate against a limited amount of perturbation involved by an attacker. However, Pyun et al. [17] found that that technology is not robust enough when the traffic is transformed at certain stepping stones, such as changing the packet count of the traffic flow. These transformations break the synchronization of the packets which IPD-based watermark requires. So they proposed a new method against the timing perturbation and repacketization which uses the interval as the watermark carrier, so this method is also called Interval-based watermark (IBW). They slice the duration of each flow into fixed-length intervals which are selfsynchronized, and they also adjust the packet timing to manipulate the count of packets in certain intervals. In most conventional watermarking and cryptography techniques, the encode end and decode end share a key together. But IBW make an assumption that some watermarking parameters are pre-distributed such as a stochastic offset, an interval length, an interval selection function, and a binary watermark. Firstly, the encode end encodes a selected flow with specific watermark w1. Secondly, at the decode end, they decode a watermarked flow and get another watermark w2. Thirdly, they compare w1 with w2 to analyze the correlation between two flows.
In the embedding process of IBW, two elementary operations are important, and they are load and clear. Assuming that there are two adjacent intervals I1 and I2, the load operation delay all the packets in interval I0 to I1, and the clear operation delay all the packets in interval I1 to I2. When embedding a watermarking bit "0", IBW load the packets in interval I1 and clear the packets in interval I2. When embedding a watermark bit "1", the method first clear I2 and then load I2. By this way, IBW can effectively accomplish the embedding of watermark.
These processes make this new watermark effective against repacketization and perturbation of the traffic timing and achieve high detection rates and low false positive rates. But this kind of watermark is not robust against the interference of chaff packets and is vulnerable to multi flow attack (MFA) [10] . This kind of attack can be used in almost all network flow watermarking applications that are interval-based or interval centroid-based. Especially, for interval-based watermarking systems, MFA can detect the watermarks embedded in flows and even remove, modify and rebuild the watermarks. To defeat this attack, different flows should be watermarked by multiple time interval assignments.
With the purpose of overcoming traditional IBW"s weakness, A. Houmansadr et al. [11, 15] proposed another watermarking technology named "SWIRL" that is also intervalbased. SWIRL uses a novel method to defend against multi-flow attack, packet loss and network jitter. As Figure 5 shows, a selected mark interval is split into four subintervals, and each subinterval is divided into three slots. A slot is selected in each subinterval and then each packet is delayed so that the selected slot is also delayed. Because the selecting process is controlled by a random watermark parameter, the pattern in the mark interval is distinct. In brief, its pattern is chosen on the base of the characteristics of the flow being marked, so every flow is marked by a different pattern. SWIRL also introduces small delay to the traffic flows which enable it to be used in real world and it is proven to be a practical way to defense where previous traffic analysis methods would not be appropriate. But in some cases, the watermark embedded in SWIRL can be effective detected by malicious attacker, and the attacker is able to transfer watermarks in one flow to another innocent flows. These attack is essential in some anonymous communication systems, such as Tor. [12] .
Interval Centroid-Based Anonymous Network Flow Watermarking
People always think that an anonymous communication system can achieve good anonymity by transforming flows such as traffic padding, adding bogus packets, flow mixing, flow splitting and flow merging which are described in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . But Wang et al. [7] proposed a novel watermarking scheme named "Interval Centroid Based Watermarking"(ICBW). This scheme embed a watermark bit through adjusting the timing offset of certain packets in two intervals. And it can make any long enough flow identifiable even though it is transformed by those methods mentioned above. They have achieved good results in attacking low-latency anonymous communication system through this watermarking technology. Their work demonstrates that present anonymity may be broken down at any time and the attacker always advance the development of anonymous technology. International Journal of Security and Its Applications Vol. 10, No. 3 (2016) However, this scheme is also vulnerable to multi flow attack [10] which means that the watermarking information that embedded in flows can be detected by the attacker who use MFA.
Zhang et al. [16] also do some research on ICBW. They found that some existing watermarking schemes cannot effectively trace the interactive traffic which most anonymous communication systems produced such as Web browsing, instant communication and remote login. So they proposed an anonymous traceback technique based on ICBW which can adapt to the trace of interactive traffic. In order to improve the robustness of the watermark, they choose a group of intervals to be the watermarking carrier. The watermarking carrier based on interval centroid is independent of certain flows, so it is stable, and it can trace both interactive and non-interactive traffic flows, hence it is universally adapted. Otherwise, the random selection of interval section and various distribution methods make it robust against MFA, meanwhile ensure the anonymity of trace back.
Conclusion
Communicating through anonymity system can protect people"s privacy, because the traffic in an anonymous link is encrypted and can"t be traced. Network flow watermarking technology plays an important role in this system. By actively embedding the unique and robust enough watermarks into the flows at the sender end, the receiver can detect these watermarks and confirm the identity of sender. And this technology can be applied to detect stepping stones which are used by malicious attackers to evade traceback. So this is an important technique in network security. This article gives a review of network flow watermarking technologies including current network flow watermarking research situation of some famous universities, popular network flow watermarking schemes at present and some attacks against them.
It is seen that related technologies are developing rapidly, and every scheme has its strength and weakness. The threat from malicious attackers will never be eliminated, so researchers are still facing great challenge in enhancing the robustness and invisibility of these watermarking schemes. We can infer that with the development and gradual maturity of technologies, the network flow watermarking will be more universal and effective in protecting network security.
